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Preparative LC/MS is widely employed to address the high-throughput purification demands of parallel
synthesis. However, conflicting chromatography requirements and the complexities of applying MS-directed
fractionation can limit its effectiveness in high-throughput parallel synthesis schemes. We report here an
at-column dilution small-scale preparative LC configuration which satisfies the mass loading (>20 mg) and
small fraction volume (<1.5 mL) requirements of discovery parallel synthesis schemes employing plate
mapping. We also present a protocol for compound-specific optimization of the preparative gradient LC
method and MS threshold for fractionation from a “prepreparative” LC/MS analysis of the crude material.
We will demonstrate significantly improved preparative separations (relative to “universal” prep LC methods)
and the selection of reliable and effective fraction threshold methods for diverse libraries. The methods and
configurations are simple to implement and are equally suited for “open access” and “expert” applications
of preparative LC/MS purification.

Introduction

Parallel and robotic synthesis techniques have transformed
the drug discovery process, greatly increasing the rate at
which new chemical space can be explored for potential leads
and the expediting the investigation of the structure-activity
relationship (SAR) of lead series. In both of these processes,
it is becoming clear that compound purity is critical, affecting
the validity and accuracy of the biological screens and,
therefore, the validity and rapidity of the research.1,2 Prepara-
tive liquid chromatography-mass spectrometry (prep LC/
MS) is widely recognized as an efficient and effective means
for meeting the high-throughput purification needs of parallel
synthesis programs.3-5 The specificity of mass-directed
fractionation can reduce the number of fractions collected
(often to a single fraction corresponding to the desired
product) and improve the purity of the collected fraction (by
effecting a “center cut” on the desired product when partially
unresolved components are present). In practice, however,
the effectiveness of prep LC/MS is often diminished by the
inherent complexities of mass spectrometric detection and
the challenging purification requirements of some parallel
synthesis strategies. In this report, we address the three
factors which most significantly limited the utility of prep
LC/MS purification within our parallel synthesis program:

(1) the loading capacity/flow rate requirements of conven-
tional LC methods limit the practical utility of plate mapping
protocols; (2) the resolution of fast generic gradient LC
methods is often inadequate to achieve purity requirements,
and tools for high-throughput “optimization” of preparative
LC separations are not available; and (3) practical and reliable
methods for determining appropriate MS fraction collection
thresholds are not available.

A principal benefit of mass directed fractionation is the
ability to plate map fractions,5 thereby simplifying subsequent
robotic manipulation. However, conventional prep LC/MS
configurations impose restrictions on the application of this
technique. Purification yield requirements are program-
dependent, but typical pharmaceutical discovery screening
and archiving scenarios often require 10-20 mg (or more)
of purified product. Conventional LC configurations may
require the use of columns up to 20 mm in diameter and
flow rates up to 25 mL/min for the purification of 20 mg of
material. Assuming a peak/fraction width of∼20 s, 20 mg
of product will typically be purified into a volume of more
than 8 mL. Consequently, prep LC/MS plate mapping
protocols generally utilize large -volume collection formats
(e.g., 4-mL 48-well plates or larger volume custom plate
formats), or limit the quantity of material to be purified
(usually <20 mmol or 10 mg), or require collecting into
multiple wells. We report here the use of the two-pump at-
column dilution (ACD) LC loading configuration6-9 with
small-scale chromatography (flow rate) 4 mL/min) to purify
quantities of material>20 mg. We will demonstrate the
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collection of >20 mg of compound into fraction volumes
of <1.5 mL. With this configuration, typical discover scale
reaction mixtures can be conveniently purified directly into
2-mL 96-well plate formats. Additional benefits of the ACD
configuration include greatly reduced solvent consumption,
a similarly reduction in waste production, faster dry-down
time for purified products (a result of reduced fraction
volume), use of less expensive columns, and fewer restric-
tions on sample diluent (strong solvents such as DMSO may
be used) and injection volume.6

The obstacles most frequently encountered by prep LC/
MS users (particularly in open access applications) are (1)
inability to attain adequate chromatographic separation
(resulting in impure product) and (2) failure to employ an
appropriate MS fraction collection threshold (with the result
of either losing the sample because the threshold is set too
high or collecting indiscriminately because the threshold is
set too low). Since practical and reliable LC and MS method
development tools are not generally available to the prep
LC/MS user, it is a common practice to employ generic or
“universal” LC and MS fraction methods for all purifications.
The shortcomings of this strategy are obvious. A well-
designed universal LC gradient method will elute the product
and most likely yield some chromatographic separation but
cannot provide the resolution (and hence, the product purity)
of a method employing a focused gradient appropriate for
the compound of interest. Mass spectrometric responses for
members of discovery libraries frequently vary by more than
an order of magnitude (as a result of disparity in MS
sensitivity/response factor and chemistry yield). Libraries
containing greater structural diversity or employing less well
characterized chemistry can easily exhibit MS responses
differing by as much as two orders of magnitude. Conse-
quently, a universal fraction collection threshold will often
fail to collect those members with low MS sensitivity or
provide inadequate fraction specificity for members with high
MS sensitivity.

Conventional approaches for optimizing and scaling up
preparative LC methods10 can be cumbersome to apply in
high-throughput situations. Computational approaches to
predicting and optimizing chromatography, such as correlat-
ing calculated distribution coefficients (cLogD) to chromato-
graphic retention, appear promising but cannot yet provide
the needed chromatographic resolution and reliability. Pro-
tocols for optimizing prep LC gradients directly from
analytical scale LC retention data have been reported,11,12

but applications employing this strategy are not generally
available to prep LC/MS users. Analogous procedures to
establish the MS threshold for preparative fraction collection
from an analytical scale MS analysis have not been reported.
This is at least in part because the disparity between typical
preparative and analytical ionization conditions (e.g., isocratic
methanol vs gradient acetonitrile/water source flow) and
source loading (micrograms vs nanograms) render the
relationship between preparative and analytical MS responses
very complex and ultimately unreliable. We present here a
protocol for the compound-specific optimization of both the
preparative LC gradient method and the MS threshold for
fractionation directly from a prepreparative LC/MS analysis

of the crude material. The prepreparative LC/MS configu-
ration couples fast “analytical scale” liquid chromatography
directly to the preparative splitter/makeup/mass spectrometer
configuration. This hybrid configuration produces a direct
and reliable correlation between the prepreparative MS
response and the optimal or “ideal” prep MS threshold for
fractionation.

In this protocol, the prepreparative LC retention time is
used to select the most appropriate prep LC method from a
small, comprehensive ensemble of “focused” gradient meth-
ods. Similarly, the “ideal” preparative MS threshold for
fractionation is estimated directly from the prepreparative
MS response and used to select the most appropriate MS
fraction method from a small, comprehensive ensemble of
MS fraction methods. Software has been created that
interrogates the prepreparative LC/MS data, selects the most
appropriate preparative LC and MS fraction methods, and
automatically builds the parameter table for the preparative
LC/MS purification. With this prepreparative analysis and
method selection protocol, we will demonstrate significantly
improved chromatographic separations (vs generic prep LC
methods) and reliable selection of appropriate fraction
methods for diverse libraries. The time, effort, and product
expended in the compound-specific method optimization
process are modest compared to the advantages realized.

A major consideration in designing these systems was
simplicity of implementation; that is, the configurations and
protocols must be accomplished without major alteration of
the vendor-provided hardware or software. Modifying a
conventional LC employing high pressure mixing for at
column dilution operation requires little or no additional
hardware and only simple modification of the plumbing.
Similarly, the prepreparative LC/MS configuration is created
by the simple addition of an appropriately sized LC column
and column switching hardware. The method selection
software operates separate from the vendor instrument control
software; no modification of the vendor software is neces-
sary. Although we chose to create a relatively sophisticated
graphical user interface for the application of the method
optimization protocols, these protocols can be effectively
accomplished with a simple spreadsheet. The configurations
and protocols described here are suitable for both “open
access” and “expert” applications of preparative LC/MS.

Experimental Section

The at-column dilution LC/MS configuration with pre-
parative and prepreparative capability is shown schematically
in Figure 1. The high-pressure LC pumps are Gilson 306
modules fitted with 5.SC pump heads (maximum flow rate
of 5 mL/m) with an 805 manometric module connected to
the output of the aqueous pump. The injector/collector is a
Gilson 215 liquid handler with a 0.4-mm-i.d. needle, Gilson
part no. 27067377 (using larger-i.d. needles causes peak
broadening at the fraction collector, resulting in lowered
recovery). The preparative/analytical splitter is an LCPack-
ings ACM-1-10 (1:1000 split, flow rate range 1-10 mL/
m); the makeup pump is a Waters Reagent Manager, and
the detector splitter is a 0.010-in.-i.d. PEEK tee with tubing
diameters and lengths adjusted to provide an∼1:20 split (5%
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flow to MS). The sample is loaded onto the LC column from
the organic solvent stream. The solvent mixing (at column
dilution) is accomplished with a static mixing tee (Upchurch,
part no. U-466). The mode/column switching valves are two-
position LabPRO modules, EV700-100, operated with two-
line BCD control. All the tubing between the high-pressure
pumps and the injector valve and ACD mixing tee is 0.020-
in.-i.d. stainless steel. (The volume of the system prior to
the injector valve and ACD mixing tee is irrelevant to the
chromatographic performance; thus, relatively large bore
tubing is utilized to minimize back pressure.) All tubing after
the injector and ACD mixing tee is 0.010-in.-i.d., either
stainless steel tubing or PEEK tubing, as appropriate. The
mass spectrometer is a Waters ZQ2000, the UV detector is
a Gilson 155, and the ELSD is a Sedex 75C. The mass
spectrometer, LC, and mass-directed fraction collection are
controlled via Micromass Masslynx version 3.5 with Frac-
tionlynx.

The preparative LC/MS mode employs a 7.8× 100-mm
Symmetry C-18, 5-µm particle size column (Waters,
186000209); the prepreparative column is a 4.6× 50-mm
Symmetry C-18, 5-µm particle size (Waters, 186000207).
In both modes, the guard column is a 4.6× 12.5-mm

ZORBAX SB-C18, 5-µm particle size (Agilent, 820950-920).
The preparative and prepreparative LC methods are sum-
marized in Table 1. The organic phase is acetonitrile with
0.1% trifluoroacetic acid (TFA); the aqueous phase also
contains 0.1% TFA. The set flow rate for all methods was 4
mL/min; the actual measured flow rate (measured postcol-
umn at several mobile phase compositions) was 3.6 mL/m.
The makeup flow was 1 mL/min of methanol.

At 3.6 mL/min and 10% acetonitrile composition (the
loading conditions for the universal prep LC method), the
flow carrying sample from the sample loop to the column is
0.36 mL/m. At this flow rate, the ACD loading of the sample
onto the column takes∼2.8 min/mL of sample.6 The 2-min
hold for sample loading at the beginning of the universal
LC method is sufficient to load∼0.7 mL of sample. The
sample loading volume for all of the prep LC/MS purifica-
tions reported here was 0.5 mL. The sample volumes used
for the systematic loading studies with reference standards
varied from 25µL to 1.0 mL. (Note: when loading sample
volumes >0.7 mL with the universal prep method, the
loading phase was extended to 3 min to allow complete
loading of the sample onto the column prior to starting the
gradient.) The more hydrophobic focused gradient prep
methods load the sample at higher organic compositions. The
method designated Prep_65, for example, loads the sample
at 26% acetonitrile, and the loading time for 0.5 mL of
sample is∼0.5 m. However, because hydrophobic com-
pounds are generally loaded from stronger, more persistent
solvents (e.g., DMSO), the hold time for loading was kept
at 2 min to allow more time to rinse the sample solvent from
the column before beginning the separating gradient.

The prepreparative analysis is made directly from the
preparative sample; the injection volume is 5% of that which
will be used in the preparative run. The prepreparative
injection volume for all purifications reported here was 25
µL, and the preparative injection volume was 0.5 mL. This
ratio of prepreparative to preparative loading gave the most
reliable correlation between the prepreparative MS response
and the ideal MS threshold for preparative fractionation while

Table 1.

Prepreparative LC Method Universal Preparative LC Method

timea % acetonitrile flow rateb timea % acetonitrile flow rateb

0 10 2 0 10 2
0.1 10 4 0.1 10 4
0.5 10 4 2.0 10 4
3.5 100 4 7.0 100 4
4.5 100 4 8.0 100 4
4.6 10 4 8.1 10 4

Focused Preparative LC Methods
% AcN

timea flow rateb Prep_25 Prep_33 Prep_40 Prep_50 Prep_65 Prep_80 Prep_90

0 2 10 11 15 20 26 33 38
0.1 4 10 11 15 20 26 33 38
2.0 4 10 11 15 20 26 33 38
2.1 4 15 23 30 40 52 65 78
7.0 4 35 43 50 60 66 78 90
7.1 4 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
8.0 4 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
8.1 4 10 10 10 10 10 10 10

a Time in minutes.b Flow rate in mL/m.

Figure 1. Schematic representation of preparative/prepreparative
LC/MS configuration with at-column dilution sample loading.
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consuming a minimum of the sample. An acceptable cor-
relation between prepreparative and preparative LC methods
can be achieved with much smaller prepreparative loading.

Both preparative and prepreparative injection cycles
included 1-mL “inside-needle” and “injection-port” rinses.
No significant sample-to-sample carryover has been observed
in either protocol. The total cycle time for a prepreparative
analysis is∼6 min; for a preparative run, it is∼11 min.

Fraction volumes were estimated as the product of the
chromatographic flow rate and the fraction collection time.
Fraction recovery was determined by collecting fractions into
preweighed vials, blowing down the solution to constant
weight, and taking the difference between the two weights.

The sources for the standard compounds used in this work
are listed in Table 2. The libraries purified here were
synthesized using solution-phase parallel synthesis. Libraries
1 and 2 are capping libraries of the same proprietary core.
Library 1 consists of 80 members produced by capping the
core with neutral carboxylic acids; the products are neutral
and very hydrophobic. Library 2 consists of 88 members
generated by capping the core with Boc-protected amino
acids followed by subsequent deprotection with TFA; the
products are all basic with midrange hydrophobicity.

The automatic selection of the prep LC and fraction
methods and creation of the prepreparative and preparative
sample lists are accomplished with Sample List Generator
(SLG), a custom application developed in-house using
Microsoft Visual basic 6.0. The workflow for purification
using SLG is as follows:

• SLG creates sample list for prepreparative analysis;
• Prepreparative LC/MS analysis is performed; report file

is generated by Openlynx;
• SLG extracts RT and MS response information from

report file, selects LC and MS fraction methods for prep LC/
MS, generates sample list for prep LC/MS purification; and

• Prep LC/MS purification is performed.

The system administrator sets the instrument methods and
files available to the user and defines the parameters and
coefficients for automatic LC and fraction method selection
(Figure 2a). The user interface steps the user through the
available options for each phase of the sample list creation
and automatic method selection (Figure 2b).

The distribution coefficients (LogD) for the standard
compounds were calculated with ACD (Advanced Chemistry
Development Inc.) LogD Suite, version 5.0. This software
package estimates cLogD as a function of pH from estimated
values of the partition coefficient, LogP, and the ionization
constant, pKa. The partition coefficient is estimated using
an additive/constitutive algorithm based on separate atoms,
structural fragments, and intramolecular interactions between
different fragments. The ionization constant is estimated with
an algorithm based on Hammet equations and known and
calculated electronic constants for the various substituents.

Results

At-Column Dilution and Small-Scale Chromatography.
The essential performance characteristics of the ACD small-
scale LC configuration were validated using a set of standard
compounds similar to that proposed by Tang et al.;13

aspartame (Asp), cortisone (Crt), reserpine (Res), and Fmoc-
L-Dapa-OH (F-Dapa). (The hydrophobic standard proposed
by Tang, dioctyl phthalate (Dop), appeared to be a mixture
of isomers when analyzed with the higher resolution methods
discussed below and was replaced with F-Dapa.) This is a
representative subset of a larger collection of standards (see
Table 2) that provide significant structural diversity and cover
a range of lypophilicity characteristic of pharmaceutically
relevant compounds (cLogD values∼ -2 to 6). This set of
standards will be used throughout this work. Stock solutions
of reserpine and cortisone were prepared at 50 mg/mL in
1:1 DMSO/acetonitrile. A stock solution of aspartame was
prepared at 30 mg/mL in 1:1 acetonitrile/methanol, and a

Table 2.

retention times

compd supplier CLogDa mass preprep universal Prep_25 Prep_33 Prep_40 Prep_50 Prep_65

riboflavin Aldrich -2.19 376.2 1.12 3.86 4.11
triprolidine Sigma -0.4 278.3 1.43 4.16 4.4
aspartame Sigma -1.82 294.3 1.50 4.19 4.89 3.77
tetracaine HCl Sigma -0.11 264.4 1.80 4.71 4.84
diethyl 3,3′-
(phenethylimino)-
dipropionate

Aldrich 1.42 321.4 1.89 4.79 5.41 4.23

cortisone Aldrich 1.24 360.3 1.90 5.03 5.89 4.76
dibucaine Sigma 0.98 343.5 2.02 5.09 6.16 4.85
4′-fluoro-4(8-fluoro-
1,3,4,5-tetrahydro-
2H-pyrido(4,3-
bindol-2YL)-
butyrophenoin‚HCl

Acros Org. 1.26 354.4 2.03 5.03 4.82

furosemide Aldrich 2.91 330.3 2.10 5.34 5.71
reserpine Aldrich 1.53 608.4 2.12 5.22 5.68
Crystal Violet Sigma 371.4 2.37 5.50 4.74
Tamoxifen Aldrich 4.77 371.4 2.47 5.81 5.44 4.19
Clofazamine Sigma 4.42 472.4 2.57 5.93 6.35 4.41
Disperse Red 1 Aldrich 2.09 314.4 2.65 6.55 5.54
Indomethacin Sigma 3.10 357.4 2.72 6.51 5.59
F-DAPA 5.61 2.76 6.51

a LogD calculated at pH 1.5.
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solution of Fmoc-L-Dapa-OH was prepared at 30 mg/mL in
1:2:2 NMP/methanol/acetonitrile.

Figure 3a shows the chromatographic peak shapes from
individual analyses of 20 mg of each standard using the
universal prep LC method (described in Table 1) with UV
detection. For all standards, the peaks are sharp and sym-
metric. The widths of the peaks (expressed as the full width
at half-height, fwhh) depend on the mass loading (Figure
3b). Peak width increases with increasing mass loading in a
uniform and approximately linear manner over the range

studied, consistent with previous reports.6 The intercepts (the
peak width at zero mass loading) and slopes (the rate of
increase in peak width with increasing mass loading) of the
linear fits are compound-dependent, with slopes ranging from
0.0011 m/mg for the hydrophilic Asp to 0.0019 m/mg for
the hydrophobic F-Dapa. Peak symmetry did not change
appreciably over the mass loading range investigated.

Fractions were not collected during this loading study, but
hypothetical fraction volumes can be estimated for these
peaks as the product of the flow rate and the peak width. In

Figure 2. Sample List Generator application: (A) administrator page for setting methods and boundaries for method selection and (B) user
interface for building preparative LC/MS sample list from prepreparative LC/MS report file.
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this manner, volumes were calculated for hypothetical
fractions collected between collection start and stop times
defined by 10% of full height on the UV peak. Because the
peak symmetry is constant over the mass loading range
studied, the fraction volumes increase with increasing mass
loading in the same uniform, linear manner observed for the
peak width. The hypothetical fraction volumes estimated for
the largest loading of Asp and F-Dapa (30 mg each) are 1.23
and 0.99 mL, respectively; the fraction volumes calculated
for the largest loading of Crt and Res (50 mg each) are 0.98
and 1.13 mL, respectively. Actual fraction volumes obtained
in the purification of standards and reaction products typically
range from 1 to 1.3 mL (see below).

Loading 30 mg of the hydrophobic standard, F-Dapa, using
the universal LC method produced a substantial increase in
back pressure, from∼150 bar (the usual back pressure at
the initial conditions) to∼350 bar. This is a consequence of
the F-Dapa’s precipitating from solution when the sample
diluent is diluted with the weaker solvent (water) at the static
mixing tee to the initial gradient conditions (10% strong
solvent). Because the volume of the mixer-to-guard column
transfer line is small, the transfer time is very short (,1

ms), and sample precipitation occurs at the guard column,
thus avoiding complete obstruction of the flow path. How-
ever, a rise in back pressure of this magnitude can still be
problematic. This effect can be reduced or eliminated
altogether by decreasing the dilution factor (using a higher
organic composition) during the sample loading phase. For
example, the “focused” prep LC method designated Prep_65
uses 26% acetonitrile during the loading phase (see Table
1); loading 30 mg of F-Dapa with this more hydrophilic
method produces no discernible increase in back pressure.

Compound-Specific Focused Preparative LC Method
Selection.The prepreparative LC method, universal prepara-
tive LC method, and focused gradient preparative LC
methods are described in Table 1. The essential structure of
the protocol for the compound-specific selection of the
optimal preparative LC method from the prepreparative LC/
MS data is illustrated graphically in Figure 4. The preprepar-
ative retention range is divided into segments, and a focused
preparative LC method is associated with each of these
segments. The vertical dashed lines define the prepreparative
RT segments and are the boundaries for selecting the
associated focused preparative method for LC/MS purifica-

Figure 3. At-column dilution small-scale LC performance with standards: (A) peak shapes for individual 20 mg injections; (B) peak
width (fwhh) vs mass loading for (2) aspartame, (9) cortisone, (() reserpine, and (b) Fmoc-L-DAPA-OH.
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tion. For example, a compound with a prepreparative RT
between 1.9 and 2.2 min would be purified using the focused
preparative LC method designated Prep_40. The horizontal
dashed lines define the “target” preparative retention time
window, the center 1/3 of the preparative gradient (lower
limit ) 4.2 m, upper limit) 5.8 m). This is the “ideal”
preparative elution range, that portion of the preparative
gradient in which the greatest resolution is generally achieved
(see below). The focused preparative gradients have been
constructed so that a linear fit of the prepreparative to
preparative RT correlation passes diagonally from the
intersection of the lower prepreparative and preparative
boundaries to the intersection of the upper prepreparative
and preparative boundaries (represented by the solid diagonal
lines in Figure 4). The specific preparative gradients required
to accomplish this were developed by iteration. First, the
standard compounds were used to establish preparative
gradients that approximate the desired relationships. These
approximate methods were then used in the purification of
larger numbers of products from reaction mixtures. After
each library purification, the prepreparative to preparative
RT relationships were determined and assessed, the prepara-
tive gradients were adjusted as necessary, and the procedure
was repeated until satisfactory approximations to the desired
diagonal lines were obtained.

The preparative method represented by the most statisti-
cally significant data set in Figure 4 is Prep_50 (N ) 24).
The uncertainty in the relationship between prepreparative
RT and Prep_50 RT (σ, one standard deviation in the
distribution of the residuals for a nonweighted linear least
squares regression) is 0.038 min for prepreparative RT and
0.186 min for preparative RT. The reproducibility of the RT
measurement for a prepreparative analysis (σ determined for
23 repetitive analyses of cortisone) is 0.012 m; the reproduc-
ibility for preparative RT measurement is 0.019 m. The
uncertainties in the measurement of retention time are
significantly smaller than the uncertainties in the preprepara-
tive to Prep_50 RT correlation. Thus, the majority of the
uncertainty observed in the correlation is due to actual
deviations in the prepreparative RT to preparative RT
relationship.

The reliability of a prepreparative to preparative RT
correlation does depend somewhat on how well the preprepar-
ative chromatography simulates the preparative condition.
The most critical factor is matching the stationary phases of
the prepreparative and preparative columns (in this case,
Symmetry, C18, 5µM particle size were used for both).
Relative column loading does not appear to be a major factor;
prepreparative protocols utilizing sample loading between
0.5% and 5% of the preparative loading exhibited similar
reliability. However, because retention time can be loading-
dependent,6 it is important to maintain a constant ratio
between prepreparative and preparative loading. Within
reason, differences in column volume flow rate and gradient
rate do not appear to significantly effect the prepreparative
to preparative RT correlation so long as conditions remain
constant. The flow rate and sample loading used in the
prepreparative analysis described here were dictated primarily
by requirements of the prepreparative to preparative MS
response correlation (see below).

Our objective for the focused preparative LC methods and
prepreparative selection process was to achieve a 3-fold
improvement in chromatographic resolution relative to that
attainable with the universal prep LC method of the same
duration. Figure 5 shows the separation of the standards Crt
and Res with the universal prep LC method and with the
focused method, Prep_40. The chromatographic resolution,
defined as∆RT/(fwhh[pk1]+ fwhh[pk2]), obtained with the
universal method is 1.0; the resolution achieved with Prep_40
is 3.2. Figure 6 shows the separation of two isomers of a
synthesis product using the universal and Prep_33 methods.
The isomers are not separated with the universal LC method
(resolution∼0), whereas approximately baseline separation
(resolution) 1.0) is realized with the focused method. The
magnitude of the improvement in resolution obtained with
the focused preparative LC methods is sample-dependent,
but generally, the focused gradient methods increase the
chromatographic resolution relative to the universal method
by at least a factor of 3 for both standards and “real” samples.

An important consideration in the design of the ensemble
of preparative LC methods and the selection protocol is the

Figure 4. Graphic representation of preparative focused gradient
LC method selection from prepreparative LC/MS RT data. Figure 5. Prep LC/MS separation of cortisone and reserpine: (A)

using universal prep LC method; (B) using focused prep LC method,
Prep_40.
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robustness of the process; that is, the procedure must
consistently select the “most appropriate” method for puri-
fication and produce a satisfactory purification if the “next-
closest” method is selected because of variability in the
prepreparative-to-preparative RT correlation. Figure 7 shows
the distribution of preparative retention times obtained in
the purification of 348 products from seven libraries. These
libraries represent a wide range of compound hydrophobic-
ity: ∼20% of the products were purified using the most
hydrophilic focused method (Prep_25), and roughly 20%
were purified using the most hydrophobic method (Prep_90).
The vertical dashed lines in Figure 7 represent the target
preparative RT range. Approximately 93% of the preparative
retention times are within the target range, indicating that
the procedure had correctly selected the most appropriate
method for purification. About 5% of the purifications gave
retention times greater than the upper prep RT limit; roughly
85% of these were products with hydrophobicities at the
extreme upper limit the protocol was designed to accom-
modate (based on their prepreparative retention times).
Similarly,∼2% of the purifications exhibited retention times
smaller than the lower prep RT limit; most of these were
extremely hydrophilic compounds.

A satisfactory purification may still be achieved when the
next closest focused method is selected if there is sufficient
overlap between adjacent focused methods. Overlap is

created by limiting the target elution range to an area smaller
than the actual useful elution range. Although optimum
resolution is generally achieved within the target elution
range (center 1/3 of gradient), “good” resolution (better than
that obtainable with the universal method) is usually achieved
over about the center 2/3 of the focused gradient. For
example, the prepreparative chromatogram for a mixture of
the standards Crt and Res is shown in Figure 8a. The
prepreparative RT for Crt is 1.94 min, within the selection
range for Prep_40, but only 0.04 min from the boundary
with Prep_33. The uncertainty in the prepreparative-to-
preparative RT correlation is such that there is small but finite
probability that the next-best method, Prep_33, could be
chosen by selection protocol. (The probability of this
occurring is estimated to be∼5%.) The separations of Crt
and Res with Prep_33 and with Prep_40 are shown in Figure
8b and c. The retention time for Crt using the most
appropriate method, Prep_40, is∼4.8 min, within the target
or ideal RT range. The RT using Prep_33 is 6.0 min, slightly
outside the ideal range. Both focused preparative methods
resolve the two components better than the universal method.
The resolution achieved with Prep_40 is∼3.0; using the next
closest method, Prep_33, the resolution is∼2.5; the resolu-
tion obtained using the universal method (Figure 5a) is∼1.0.
The overlap or “effective” elution range of the focused prep
LC methods appears to extend at least 0.5 min beyond the
target elution range (this corresponds to deviation in preprepar-
ative RT of ∼0.1 min). Beyond this point, however, the
quality of the chromatographic separations may be less
reliable. Fewer than 1% of the 348 purifications represented
by the distribution in Figure 8 exhibited retention times more
than 0.5 min outside of the ideal elution range.

The validity of the prepreparative to preparative RT
correlation is highly dependent upon the condition of both
the prepreparative and preparative LC columns. Conse-
quently, both are validated daily using a reference standard.
If the observed RT for either analysis deviates from its
historical mean by more than the 99% confidence interval
(λ(99% confidence); equal to∼2.8 timesσ for the measure-
ment of RT), the LC column is replaced, and at least two
standards associated with different focused preparative LC
methods are analyzed. The prepreparative RT selection
boundaries are adjusted to compensate for differences in the
retention times observed with the new column if necessary.
Generally, the lifetimes of both preparative and preprepara-
tive columns have been on the order of several thousand
samples. Column-to-column RT reproducibility has been
better than the uncertainty in the RT measurement; therefore,
realignment of the selection boundaries is generally not
required.

Reversed-phase liquid chromatographic retention time is
a function of LogD (the log of the apparent partition
coefficient, logP, at a given pH value), which can be
estimated from compound structure. Compound-specific prep
LC methods can be selected from cLogD (calculated LogD)
in a manner analogous to that described above for preprepar-
ative retention time. Such an approach could offer significant
savings in time and sample consumed. Figure 9a and b
compares the correlation between universal prep LC retention

Figure 6. Prep LC/MS separation of product isomers: (A) using
universal prep LC method; (B) using focused prep LC method,
Prep_33.

Figure 7. Distribution of prep LC/MS retention times observed
using prep LC methods selected with prepreparative LC/MS analysis
and method selection protocol.
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time and prepreparative retention time (for the standard
compound set) with the correlation between prep RT and
calculated distribution coefficient, cLogD. The correlation
coefficient (square of the residuals) for the linear non-
weighted least-squares fit of the prepreparative retention time
data is 0.97, as compared to 0.74 for the cLogD fit. The
poorer correlation for the fit to cLogD would translate into
a substantially higher failure rate in selecting the most
appropriate focused prep LC method. At the level of gradient
focusing used in the ensemble of prep LC methods described
above, the deviations in the cLogD correlation are, in the
worst cases, large enough to result in the selection of the
third-best focused prep method. In these cases, the quality
of the preparative separation would be severely degraded.
The rate and severity of the errors could be lessened by
reducing the degree of gradient focusing; however, this would
decrease the resolution of the focused methods. From these
and similar analyses, we determined that the selection of
focused gradient prep LC methods from cLogD cannot, at
this time, provide the needed increase in chromatographic
resolution and reliability.

Compound-Specific Fraction Method Selection.An
analogous process is employed to select the prep LC/MS
fraction method (which sets the MS threshold for fraction-
ation). The prepreparative MS response is first converted to
an estimated ideal MS threshold for fractionation using the
known prepreparative to preparative MS response correlation,

then this value is used to select the most appropriate fraction
method for the purification from an ensemble of fraction
methods. As before, the relationship between prepreparative
MS response and ideal MS threshold for fractionation was
established by iteration. First, the relationship was estimated
using standard compounds; the relationship was then refined
via analyses of data obtained during the purification of
several parallel synthesis libraries. For the first step, the ideal
fraction was defined as that portion of the product peak
delimited by 10% of full height on the leading and trailing
edges of the UV chromatogram (Figure 10). The ideal MS
threshold for fractionation is then equal to the preparative
MS response (for the target mass) at these start and stop
times. Note that the MS chromatogram virtually always
exhibits significant distortion due to source overloading;
consequently, the ideal MS threshold is usually greater than
10% of the full height MS response for the target mass.
Loading studies with diverse reference standards established
that the relationship between prepreparative response and
ideal MS threshold is generally compound-independent (the
compound-to-compound differences are less than experi-
mental error) and is approximately constant over a fairly wide
loading range (∼1 to 20 mg). Consequently, the ideal
threshold for preparative fractionation can be estimated
simply as the product of the prepreparative MS response and
an instrument-dependent coefficient. For one instrument,

Figure 8. Overlap of adjacent focused prep LC methods: (A) prepreparative LC/MS analysis of cortisone/reserpine mixture; (B) prep
LC/MS separation with best focused method, Prep_40; (C) prep LC/MS separation with next-closest method, Prep_33.
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however, the coefficients observed for basic and neutral/
acidic compounds did differ by more than the experimental
uncertainty. The coefficient established for basic compounds
was∼1.7, whereas that for neutral/acidic compounds was
∼1.0. This difference was deemed significant enough to
justify employing different coefficients in estimating the ideal
thresholds for the two groups of compounds (see Figure 2).
The reason for the disparity on this instrument has not been

established; neither has it yet been determined how common
such differences may be on other instruments.

The analysis outlined in Figure 10 was too cumbersome
for the second phase of establishing the instrument coefficient
(in which the value was refined and validated through the
evaluation of MS response data for large numbers of
compounds). Instead, these data were evaluated to identify
a common acceptable threshold for fractionation. An ac-
ceptable threshold isg10% of the maximum prep MS
response for the target mass (the ideal MS threshold is
generally>10% of the full height MS response for the target
mass due to source overloading; see Figure 10) ande50%
of the maximum prep MS response (permitting thresholds
larger than 50% would lead to an increased chance of failing
to trigger fractionation and losing the sample). Using this
definition, refinement of the instrument coefficient was
accomplished by creating a spreadsheet that included the
prepreparative and preparative MS response data, the esti-
mated ideal threshold (the product of the prepreparative
response and the coefficient), and the ratio of estimated
threshold to maximum preparative MS response. The value
of the coefficient was then systematically varied to establish
that value (or range of values) which gives the largest number

Figure 9. (A) Prepreparative RT to universal preparative RT correlation and (B) cLogD to universal preparative RT correlation.

Figure 10. Definition of “ideal” prep MS threshold for fraction-
ation.
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of threshold-to-response ratios within the target range (i.e.,
prepreparative MS response× coefficient/maximum prep
MS response between 10 and 50%).

The threshold estimated from the known instrument
coefficient and the prepreparative MS response is then used
to choose the most appropriate fraction method from a small
ensemble of methods. The methods were created so that the
MS threshold employed in the fraction method is within 33%
of the estimated ideal threshold. Table 3 summarizes the
fraction methods and the boundaries used to select the
fraction methods from the estimated thresholds. The largest
threshold utilized in this set represents∼66% of the
preparative MS response at which the prepreparative to
preparative correlation generally begins to break down due
to severe roll-off in the response of the mass spectrometer.
Employing thresholds higher than this would increase the
risk of losing a sample. Figure 11 shows the selected
threshold (the threshold employed by the selected fraction
method) to maximum prep MS response ratios for 151
products from three libraries. Over 97% (147 of 151) of the
selected thresholds were within the acceptable range (i.e.,
were between 10 and 50% of the maximum preparative MS
response). No products were lost, and reasonable “cuts” were
achieved for all products during prep LC/MS purification
of these libraries.

The prepreparative to preparative response correlation is
validated daily from the same analysis of standards used to

validate the LC column condition. If the ratio of preprepara-
tive to preparative responses varies from the historical mean
by more than 3σ, additional standards are analyzed to
determine if the correlation coefficients need to be adjusted
or the instrument requires maintenance.

Purification; Mixtures of Standards. Three binary
mixtures of standard compounds were “purified” using
universal LC and fraction threshold methods and employing
the LC and fraction threshold methods determined with the
compound specific method selection protocols described
above. The results are summarized in Table 4. For all three
target components, the fractional recoveries were>95%, and
the fraction volumes were<1.5 mL (appropriate for 2-mL
96-well plate collection). The cortisone/dibucaine pair was
not well-resolved by the universal preparative LC method
(Figure 12a); the purity of the collected fraction (cortisone)
was 62.5%. The focused LC method does not fully resolve
the mixture, either (Figure 12b), but the separation was better,
and the cortisone purity improved to 93.8% with no decrease
in recovery.

The very basic standard, dibucaine, exhibits considerable
peak-broadening and asymmetry due to silanophilic interac-
tions (Figure 12b). The distortion is not dependent on mass
loading, and the same distortion is observed using conven-
tional LC loading configurations. The effect is more pro-
nounced with the shallower gradient; using the focused LC
method, the observed peak width at 10% of full height (UV
trace) is 0.76 m. Accomplishing “one-to-one” plate mapping
with the 2-mL 96-well plate format requires limiting fraction
volume to∼1.8 mL, corresponding to a maximum fraction
width of 0.5 min. Had the dibucaine been the target product,
it would have realized a recovery of<90%. Minor peak-
broadening is observed for many basic compounds, but is
rarely severe enough to adversely affect fraction recovery
(see below). Consequently, we have not attempted to identify
generic chromatographic conditions that address this issue
(e.g., changing stationary phase, mobile phase modifiers,
etc.).

Figure 11. Selected threshold to maximum prep MS response ratios for 151 products from three libraries.

Table 3.

lower boundary
(2/3 threshold)

upper boundary
(4/3 threshold)

fractionation
threshold

fraction
method

0 1.67× 105 1.25× 105 Prep_0.125e6
1.67× 105 3.33× 105 2.50× 105 Prep_0.25e6
3.33× 105 6.67× 105 5.00× 105 Prep_0.5e6
6.67× 105 1.33× 106 1.00× 106 Prep_1e6
1.33× 106 2.67× 106 2.00× 106 Prep_2e6
2.67× 106 5.33× 106 4.00× 106 Prep_4e6
5.33× 106 1.07× 107 8.00× 106 Prep_8e6
1.07× 107 1.00× 1010 1.60E× 107 Prep_16e6
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Minor peak-tailing is observed in the UV profile of the
basic standard, reserpine (Figure 12c). The distortion is
magnified in the MS profile due to the nonlinear response
of the mass spectrometer at the high sample concentrations
encountered in prep LC/MS. Both the chromatographic and
mass spectrometric distortions result in the collection of a
somewhat larger than optimal fraction volume. The problem
is further exacerbated in the universal purification by the
use of the lower than optimal threshold for fractionation.
The collected fraction volumes were 1.46 mL in the

purification using universal methods and 1.14 mL using the
LC and MS methods selected with the compound specific
optimization protocol. In both cases, the fraction volumes
meet the criteria for full recovery into a 2-mL well. The
measured purity and recovery were acceptable with both
universal and selected methods (see Table 4).

Purification; Parallel Synthesis Libraries. Figure 13a
and b shows representative results from two small libraries
purified using LC and MS threshold methods selected with
the compound-specific method optimization protocol. The

Table 4.

target
component

target
loading
(mg)

second
component

prep LC
method

fraction
threshold

total
recovery

(mg)a

product
recovery

(%)b
product

purity (%)c
fraction

volume (mL)

aspartame 10 riboflavin universal 1e6 10.0 99 99.0 1.1
aspartame 10 riboflavin Prep_25 4e6 9.9 99 100 1.2
cortisone 20 dibucaine universal 1e6 31.3 98 62.5 0.74
cortisone 20 dibucaine Prep_40 2e6 21.8 102 93.8 0.78
reserpine 5 Crystal Violet universal 1e6 5.8 96 98.3 1.46
reserpine 5 Crystal Violet Prep_50 4e6 5.9 98d 99.6 1.14
a Collected into tared vials; recovery) weight difference.b Recovered mass× purity/loaded mass.c Calculated from LC-ELS areas.

d TFA salt of reserpine.

Figure 12. (A) Prep LC/MS separation of cortisone and dibucuine using (A) universal prep LC method; and (B) focused prep LC method,
Prep_40; (C) UV and MS (m/z 609) profiles for reserpine.
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sample loading was∼15 mg of crude material for both
libraries, and the fractions were collected into 2-mL 96-well
plates. Preparative LC/MS data (TIC, target mass chromato-
gram, and ELS trace) for a representative member of library
1 are shown in Figure 13a. The members of library 1 are
neutral and hydrophobic. Most purifications employed the
two most hydrophobic of the focused LC methods, Prep_80
and Prep_90; MS fraction thresholds ranged between 2.5×
105 and 1.6× 107 (factor of 64 variation due to disparity in
MS response factors and chemistry yield). All 80 products
were collected; all products met purity requirements; yield
(estimated from ELS response) ranged from 0.5 to 10 mg;

and the average fraction volume was∼1.1 mL. Fraction
recovery was not determined. The members of library 2 are
basic with mid-range hydrophobicity. Most were purified
using the focused LC methods Prep_40 and Prep_50; the
fraction thresholds ranged from 1× 106 to 1.6× 107 (factor
of 16 variation). Representative prep LC/MS data for library
2 are shown in Figure 13b. The extracted mass chromato-
grams for the target masses exhibit significant peak-tailing
(similar to that reported above for reserpine); this resulted
in the collection of slightly larger than usual fraction
volumes. All 88 products were collected; all products met
the purity requirements; yields ranged from about 7 to 12

Figure 13. Representative prep LC/MS data from library purifications: (A) 80-member library of neutral compounds; average fraction
volume) 1.1 mL; (B) 88-member library of basic compounds; average fraction volume) 1.4 mL.
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mg; the average fraction volume was∼1.4 mL (all fraction
volumes met requirements for collection into the 2-mL 96-
well plate format).

Conclusions

We have described an at-column dilution small-scale
preparative LC configuration optimized for purification
protocols employing plate mapping and a prepreparative LC/
MS configuration and protocol for the compound-specific
optimization of preparative gradient LC methods and MS
fraction threshold methods. The ACD small-scale prep LC
configuration enables plate mapping of discovery-scale
reactions (>20 mg) directly into a 2-mL 96-well plate format
(fraction volume<1.5 mL). Peak shape and chromatographic
behavior are good for both hydrophilic and hydrophobic
compounds. This arrangement also provides numerous
secondary benefits, including reduced solvent consumption;
reduced waste production; reduced fraction dry down time;
utilization of smaller, less expensive columns; and fewer
sample diluent restrictions. The prepreparative LC/MS
analysis and method selection protocols provide focused
gradient prep LC methods and MS fraction threshold
methods that meet the specific needs of each product. The
focused prep LC methods improve chromatographic resolu-
tion by about a factor of 3 relative to analogous universal
prep LC methods. The selected threshold for fractionation
reliably effects an acceptable “center cut” of the product peak
while ensuring that the product fraction is collected.

This combination of ACD small-scale preparative LC,
hybrid prepreparative LC/MS configuration, and compound-
specific prep method selection protocols greatly increases
the reliability and effectiveness of prep LC/MS in the
purification of parallel synthesis libraries. The time and
product consumed in the prepreparative LC/MS analysis and
method selection protocol are modest compared to the
advantages realized. The methods and configurations are
simple to implement and are equally suited for “open access”
and “expert” applications of preparative LC/MS purification.
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